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Edible Forest Gardening  
 

 

 

What is Forest Gardening?  
A Forest Garden, also known as a Food Forest, is a sustainable, small-scale, intensive food 
production system that is modelled on a natural woodland forest, the only difference being that it is 
comprised of plants and trees that we choose, that are useful to us.  

Just like a natural forest, it can include up to seven layers from the ground to the tree canopy level - 
large and small trees, shrubs, herbaceous plants, groundcovers, climbers and root crops. Most 
importantly, it differs from any other man-made system because, just like a natural forest, it is a 
living ecosystem. 

 

 

Why Forests?  
 

Proven Model 
• Time tested and proven 370 million year old model covering 9.6 billion acres that supports 

all life on the planet, is purely solar powered and can grow without human work, effort or 
involvement, has supported, fed, clothed and sheltered humanity for the last 190,000 years 
of its 200,000 year existence (95% of our time on this planet).  

• Agriculture is 10,000 years old and is problematic environmentally and very labour/energy 
intensive. 

• No weeding, spraying or watering!!! 

• Forest systems are one of the most productive and most sustainable systems known, it is 
what Nature creates at almost every opportunity. 
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No digging 
• Leave digging to the experts – earthworms! 

• Soil is living ecosystem which is way more complex than any ecosystems above the ground. 
There are about 50 billion microbes in 1 tablespoon of soil, while the world’s human 
population is just over 7 billion. The life in the soil supports all the life above it. A healthy 
living soil creates healthy plants. Digging kills soil life, so Nature leaves soil undisturbed. 

 

No pests/diseases 
• Natural predators eat pests as food, and recycle the nutrients too! 

• Healthy plants are naturally resistant to pests and diseases, they have evolved mechanisms 
over millions of years to defend themselves. 

• Plant biodiversity in an ecosystem allows plants to protect each other others from pests and 
diseases. 

• A healthy, living soil will counteract harmful pathogens in the same way that beneficial 
organisms in your own gut keep any bad ones in check. 

• Pests and diseases are Nature’s way of removing sick and unhealthy plants, leaving only the 
stronger ones to reproduce – natural selection. 

• Forests don’t need pesticides, herbicides of humans for that matter, they grow fine on their 
own, they existed long before humans did! 

 

Mulch 
• Leaf fall creates a natural self-mulching system that slowly breaks down to provide nutrients 

to plants. 

• Groundcover plants create a living mulch which protects the soil from rain compaction, sun 
damage and soil erosion. They also reduce water evaporation and inhibits weeds by denying 
weed seeds light and water. 

 

Fertiliser 
• Decomposing organic matter on the forest floor provides a slow release nutrient system. 

• Fallen leaves and branches, plants, insects and animals that die return nutrients to the soil. 

• Waste products of organisms eating plants and each other provide nutrients in the form of 
droppings/manure. 

• Earthworms process organic matter and pull it below the surface to the roots, produce 
nutrient rich worm castings. 
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Living ecosystem 
• The important difference between a forest and an artificial man-made system such as a 

garden or farm is that a forest is a living ecosystem, a complex web of interdependent life, 
home to millions of living organisms, forests are permanent and highly complex ecological 
systems that support abundant life. Gardens and farms are often almost lifeless and in 
general support a few plant species at best and some pests. 

• A forest is a self sustaining because it is a living ecosystem. All the organisms within the 
system play critical roles in cycling nutrients through the system and bringing more in to 
grow and expand it. 

 

Forest succession 
• Forest succession is a ecological process which Nature uses to turn bare soil into a forest 

over a period of 50-150 years.  

• Bare soil is populated by pioneer plants or ‘weeds’ which stabilise and repair the soil, then 
perennial plants and grasses follow, which in turn create an environment which can support 
woody shrubs, which are then succeeded by short lived pioneer trees, and then finally 
climax trees to produce a mature forest. 

• Preventing this process is fighting against Nature which has infinite time and energy (solar 
power of the sun), so the further our gardens are from forest systems, the more work, 
energy and resources they will take to maintain them. 

• Forests (and nearly all ecosystems on the planet) consist mainly of perennial plants, which 
create a permanent ecosystem, not one that dies back to bare soil at the end of the season 
as in the case of annuals. Annuals are in the minority in Nature and the majority in our food 
gardens! 
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Design 
 

Orientation 
• Forest garden need to be positioned so relative to sun – north facing with shortest plants 

planted in the north, tallest plants at the back to the south, creating a sloped design so 
plants don’t reduce each other’s access to light.  

• Trellises and espaliers oriented lengthwise along the north-south axis so north sun reaches 
along the whole length and nothing is shaded. 

• Windbreaks may be require to reduce hot northerly winds in summer and cold south-
westerly winds in winter. 

• North facing walls retain heat and can support subtropical trees or extend cropping for fruit 
trees by retaining heat as a thermal mass during cooler weather. 

• Cold air/frost rolls down hill and settles in valleys and gullies, locate frost sensitive plants 
higher up slope. 

• Water seeks lowest point, locate plants that dislike wet feet higher up slope, in raised beds, 
or mound soil into a hill. Conversely, locate plants that like damp soil in the low spots. 

• Locations which are shaded in winter but have sun in other seasons can be used to grow 
deciduous plants, which are dormant in winter. Evergreens need to be located in positions 
that have sun all year round. 

 

Stacking 
• Rather than planting single level of plants, use stacking to maximise use of vertical space as 

well as horizontal space, grow garden in three dimensions, like a forest. 
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Guilds  
• Plants grow better when supported by other plants, increased vigour, productivity and 

disease resistance. 

• Guilds are groups of supportive plants that grow better together – beneficial companion 
plants. 

• Native American Indians used a guild named “The Three Sisters” – corn, beans and squash 
which grew better together.    

 

Diversity 
• Diversity creates resilience - planting four varieties of a plant which produce in different 

parts of the season for example will leave three if one type fails due to pests, diseases or 
weather. 

• Mixing trees, shrubs, climbers, herbs, groundcovers, root crops in an area creates 
microclimates which provide supportive environments for plant growth, and the benefits of 
companion planting to repel pests and diseases. 
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Pattern & Layout 
• Edge effect – the edges of any ecosystem are the most productive, maximise edge on 

gardens by using curved or non-linear borders. 

• Maximise space by not planting in parallel rows, staggering plantings provides the same 
space around each plant but fits more plants on the same space. 

• Use well defined beds, and don’t step in the garden beds, only on paths. Stepping on soil 
compacts it, it destroys the soil structure and impairs water and air penetration into the soil, 
which ultimately affects plant growth. 

• Use efficient garden bed sizes – the ergonomic depth for a bed that can be reached from 
both sides is 1.2m (4’) and if the bed is against a wall or can only be accessed from one side, 
it should be no deeper than 60cm (2’). 

 

Design Sequence 
• Threes always are planted first, these are the foundation of a forest garden, all other plants 

are then planted around the trees or in relation to their position. 

• Plant root crops in separate beds away from tree roots and the roots of other perennials to 
minimise root disturbance. 

 

Perennials 
• Perennial plants live for longer than two years, and are therefore easier to maintain and take 

less work than annuals, no replanting seeds every year. Nature and forests are 
predominately perennial! 

• These have deeper roots, and can utilise water and nutrients that other plants with shallow 
roots such as annuals can’t easily reach, so they have lower watering and feeding 
requirements. 

• Faster to establish themselves and produce when the growing season commences because 
they have a fully developed root system, and in many cases, all their stems and branches if 
deciduous, even their leaves if evergreen. 

• Only require a slow feed of nutrients, as supplied by decomposing organic matter of forest 
floor, not huge doses of fertiliser like annual vegetables. 
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Annuals 
• Live for only one year, or two in the case of biennials – grow from seed then flower,  go to 

seed and die down in this short period. 

• Grow with a ‘live fast, die young’ reproductive strategy, which needs lots of available 
nutrient/fertiliser to grow in a short space of time. 

• Lots of work required to sow seeds, plant seedlings and remove spent plants throughout the 
season. 

• Annual vegetables are relatively shallow rooted so cannot access water and nutrients deep 
in soil, but can be grown in fairly shallow soil and containers. 

• Annual vegetables need to be rotated to different parts of garden season to season to avoid 
localised nutrient depletion and diseases. 

• In forest gardens annual vegetables can be grown in any spaces available, mixed in with 
other plants, no need for rotation and can be allowed to self-seed. 
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Techniques 
 

Mulching 
• Use organic matter over bare soil to retain moisture in soil and provide slow release of 

nutrients on breakdown. 

• Groundcover plants that provide dense cover can be grown to provide a living mulch that is 
maintenance-free and self- renewing to protect soil and reduce water loss from the soil due 
to evaporation. 

• Use groundcovers plants to outcompete weed seeds so no weeding will be necessary.  

• If you leave bare soil exposed, Nature will fill it for you with whatever species is at hand. 
Pioneer plants or ‘weeds’ are the first line of Nature’s repair crew, their plentiful seeds are 
carried by the wind, and they move into bare soil  the area to prevent soil erosion to begin 
the ecological process of forest succession. No bare soil, ever! 

 

Composting 
• Feed the soil, not the plants. Soil is a living ecosystem that feeds off decomposing organic 

matter and converts it into a form plants can use. Keep the soil healthy by adding lots of 
compost, it adds nutrient, brings depleted soil back to life, helps make soil more moisture 
retentive and breaks up clay soil. 

• Recycle all organic matter, including garden waste, throwing away organic matter from the 
garden just depletes the soil of nutrients. 

 

Succession Planting 
• Maximise the productivity in the garden by minimizing time when the soil is unplanted. 

When one plant is almost nearing harvest, another plant should be growing beside it, ready 
to succeed it, to take its place when it dies down. When one plant is in decline, the other 
beside it should be on its way up. 

 

Vertical Gardening 
• Increase usable garden space by utilising vertical growth supports such as lattice, trellises, 

screens, fences, pergolas and other vertical plant supports.   

• Climbers such as beans, peas, chokos and brambleberries work great, so do ones not often 
grown this way such as watermelon, rockmelon, cucumber, pumpkin and  zucchini.  
Tomatoes that require staking (Indeterminate varieties, also called ‘vining’ tomatoes) as 
opposed to the determinate types or ‘bush’ tomatoes, grow ell on tall vertical supports. 
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Soil Building 
• Chop & Drop – don’t uproot plants, once they die down, cut at soil level, and lay the upper 

part on the soil surface (optional – chop it up first). The roots decompose and create an 
intricate network of channels in the soil that allow air and water to penetrate into it. 
Remove brassica roots though, rotting brassica roots inhibit plant growth. 

• Green Manures – grow green manure plants and chop down before they flower to add 
nutrients to the soil. Cool season green manures include broad beans, fenugreek, lupins, 
mustard, oats, subterranean clover, woolly pod vetch. Warm season green manures include 
buckwheat, cowpea, millet, mung beans, soybeans. 

• De-compaction of soil – grow plants with deep tap roots to decompact the soil, such as 
fenugreek. 

 

Overstacking 
• By creating a heavily stacked design using the seven layers of a food forest, we can utilise 

vertical space from below the soil surface to tree canopy level and all levels between. This 
creates an intensive system with microclimates and attracts life into the garden. 

 

Companion Planting 
Pest and disease control – beneficial plant can be added to the garden to control pests and diseases. 

Plants can stop pests through various methods: 

• Scent masking – disguising the smell of plants downwind with their own scent. 

• Shape masking – breaking up the outline of plants so pests can’t visually identify them. 

• Insect repellent – actively discouraging nearby pests through pest repellent properties  

• Predator attractant – provide a food source and home for beneficial predatory insects. 

• Root exudates – exude substances from their roots which combat pests and diseases. 

Companion plants can also have direct beneficial effects: 

• Growth stimulants – exude substances from their roots which increase the health and vigour 
of nearby plants. 
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Backyard Orchard Culture 
• Backyard Orchard Culture is a system of high density planting of fruit trees which allows for a 

wide variety of fruit to be grown in a limited space, and harvested over a prolonged period 
of time. 

• Instead of one large tree producing a glut of fruit all at once, this technique allows you to 
plant several smaller trees in the same space that provide extended cropping of many 
varieties of fruit over a longer period. 

• Pruning – in winter, spring and summer to keep trees small by cutting all green growth down 
by half each pruning session. 

• Multiple Planting – planting trees close together to slow down their growth, and to be able 
to grow a wider variety of fruit trees. 

• Extended harvest – in the space required to grow one full-sized apple tree for example, you 
can grow an early, mid and late season apple and get three types of apple which can be 
harvested over a longer period. 

 

 

 

Resources & additional reading: 

 http://deepgreenpermaculture.com/ 
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